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The Vermont Chamber of Commerce represents over 1,000 members. The vast majority of our 
members are small businesses and many of them are part of the tourism industry. Informed by 
routine engagement with our diverse membership, we maintain an informed perspective on 
issues impacting Vermont’s economy.  
 
We are advocating for a $500,000 increase destination marketing funds for the Vermont 
Department of Tourism and Marketing (VDTM) to be used to attract out-of-state visitors to 
Vermont. The Vermont economy depends on a healthy tourism industry. An investment in 
destination marketing is also an investment in rural economic development. The investment 
will support our towns, local businesses, workers, taxpayers and our future in an ever-
increasing global market.  
 
Vermont’s destination marketing capitalizes on distinct local characteristics which define towns 
and regions, amplifying Vermont’s authentic experiences to the 80 million people within a day’s 
drive of Vermont. Rural Vermont communities have a strong sense of place, and the tourism 
industry is the heartbeat of the Vermont brand. The same assets that provide for quality of life 
for rural Vermonters also attracts visitors. Many of Vermont intrinsic qualities in our rural 
communities are not available to those living in major metros, and they are desirable qualities 
in a tourist destination.  
 
It’s not just vacations that benefit Vermont, but visitors who become residents contribute even 
more to our economy. When out-of-state people visit our communities, they experience a 
glimmer of what life could be like for them to live and work here. During their vacation, they 
might meet future colleagues and neighbors, discover a new business adventure, engage in a 
conversation that sparks a job idea, stumble upon their perfect community or home, or reaffirm 
a desire to make a life change and move to Vermont. Many Vermonters were once visitors who 
chose to become residents. 
 
VDTM and the Vermont Chamber have a strong public/private partnership to support the 
tourism industry; VDTM lures the visitor to Vermont and the Vermont Chamber connects 
Vermont businesses to visitors with digital and print resources.  The cornerstones of the 
collaborative marketing efforts include content on VermontVacation.com via the Stay & Play 
directory and the Official Vermont Vacation Guides (300,000 distributed that are distributed 

http://www.vermontvacation.com/


throughout New England and the U.S., Canada, and Europe). This strong partnership helps 
potential visitors continue their vacation planning journey in Vermont’s marketing funnel.  
 
Brick and mortar tourism businesses are selling something tangible. It is relatively easy to assign 
return on investment to transactional based marketing tactics. The Vermont Department of 
Tourism and Marketing is not selling a tangible product or deploying transaction-based 
campaigns, but rather an idea, the idea of Vermont. VDTM’s top of the funnel brand awareness 
marketing is crucial to the Vermont tourism industry. These marketing tactics tell the story of 
Vermont’s most iconic experiences, and without increased investment Vermont’s voice will be 
muted.  
 
There are a number of metrics that can be used to determine the effectiveness of earned, 
owned, or paid marketing tactics, all of which are deployed by VDTM. As marketing tactics are 
developed, key performance indicators (KPIs) are established such as impressions, desired 
actions, time on site, click through rates, and engagement. In addition to metrics directly tied to 
destination marketing tactics, there are also economic indicators of success which are tracked 
by both U.S. Travel Association and the Agency of Commerce and Community Development. 
These indicators may include visitor spending, tax revenue, visitation, and employment. The 
aggregate of marketing KPIs and economic indicators can demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
top of funnel destination marketing.  
 
Investing in tourism can have a positive economic impact. Conversely, not investing tourism can 
have adverse economic effects. The U.S. Travel Association publication, “The Power of Travel 
Promotion: What Destination Marketing Means to Communities Nationwide” provides several 
case studies which can be applied to Vermont. The Pennsylvania case study parallels Vermont’s 
story (Attachment A). Like Vermont, Pennsylvania’s investment in destination marketing 
decreased resulting in slower growth compared to their competitive set, loss in market share, 
and loss in potential tax revenues.  
 
Our neighboring and competing states, like New Hampshire, New York and Maine, have much 
larger budgets. What’s more, according to the U.S. Travel Association, Vermont is losing visitor 
spending market share. Without a commitment to destination marketing, Vermont risks losing 
more of our market share and having the story of our iconic experiences muted compared to 
other states.  
 
It’s time to work together as Vermonters to reverse the trend and increase spending on 
destination marketing efforts. A $500,000 increase in the budget of the Vermont Department of 
Tourism and Marketing is an investment that will support our towns, local businesses, workers, 
taxpayers and our future.  
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